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Diffuse scattering in a crystal arises from any local

deviation from long-range order and can be dynamic or
static inorigin. Most of the time, phonons are the main
cause and this is known as thermal diffuse scattering.
Phonons can beobtained from density functional theory
and examples will be shown, where such calculations are
compared with diffusescattering from single crystals and
phonon spectra from powdered samples. When using
neutrons it is possible undercertain circumstances to
observe phonon excitations directly in a diffraction
pattern. This leads to rather peculiardiffuse scattering
which breaks the symmetry of the diffuse scattering and
an example of this will be shown [1].The second part will
focus on benzil. Diffuse scattering in benzil has been the
subject of a number of studies using X-rays and neutrons
[2,4]. So far mostly Monte-Carlo modelling has been
applied to the room-temperature phase [2]. Such a model
has allowed least-squares refinement against joint X-ray
and neutron data [3]. Here, we use an alternative
approach to model the thermal diffuse scattering using
ab-initio phonons. The study is extended to the diffuse
scattering in the low temperature phase. The ab-initio
models are compared to neutron spectroscopic data in the
two phases  leading to a complete assignment of the
phonons. In a previous neutron experiment [4],
interesting inelastic effects were observed, leading to
peculiar modification of the diffuse scattering and
ascribed to direct phonon excitations. However, this
effect could not be simulated so far. Here, we employ a
recently developed methodology to give a complete
account of this effect [1].
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Crystallization is a common purification method for the

production of active pharmaceutical ingredients and fine
chemicals. The shape of crystalline particles influences
downstream unit operations such as filtering and
tableting, as well as physical and chemical properties
such as solubility and bioavailability. Hence, control of
the crystal shape is of crucial interest in the
manufacturing of pharmaceutical compounds.

The macroscopic growth morphology of crystals is
determined by the relative growth rates of the individual
crystal faces [1]. Therefore, an atomistic description of
the crystal surface dynamics, including the interaction of
the crystal surface, solute, solvent and additives, allows
for the prediction of crystal shapes grown from solution
[2].

In this work, we examine the morphology of urea
crystals grown from different solutions through the
combination of molecular dynamics simulations and
theory together with dedicated experiments [2, 3]. The
free energies of adsorption of the liquid phase molecules
onto the particular crystal faces are evaluated with
advanced simulation methods comprising well-tempered
metadynamics and variationally enhanced sampling [4].
From the molecular dynamics simulations and theory we
are able to predict the steady-state crystal habits of urea in
dependence of solvent, additive concentration, and
supersaturation.
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